
Resolution to Amend Accountability Bonus Points for Non-Proficient Super Subgroup 
 
  

WHEREAS, Louisiana schools, school districts and school boards are accountable for the academic 
growth of all students and receive school performance point credit for demonstrating significant growth 
among lowest-performing students; and  
 
WHEREAS, elementary and middle schools can earn up to a maximum of 10 performance points for 
students identified as non-proficient on state English language arts or math exams and who in turn, 
exceed growth expectations; and 
 
WHEREAS, high schools can earn up to 10 performance points for students who are identified as non-
proficient on state English language arts or math exams and who exceed growth expectations on ACT 
tests; and   
  
WHEREAS, the state of Louisiana has designated that in order for a school to receive bonus points 
credited to school performance,  a subgroup of students identified as non-proficient on state English 
language arts or math exams must consist of a minimum of ten students; and 
  
WHEREAS, the non-proficient super subgroup is provided with intensive targeted remediation, 
additional after school programs, and ongoing progress monitoring of formative assessment data; and 
  
WHEREAS, the calculation of bonus points does not include members of the super subgroup who 
reach the goal of proficiency but instead focuses on students who grow but still remain non-proficient; 
and 
  
WHEREAS, the current accountability policy discounts the accelerated achievement of individual 
students in the super subgroup who have worked diligently to attain proficiency by rewarding equal 
accountability points to students who remained proficient; and 
  
WHEREAS, the ____________________________________ considers the achievement of each student 
as an integral component to the collective success of the district, but also recognizes the considerable 
effort necessary to reach proficiency from the super subgroup; 
  
NOW LET IT THEREFORE BE RESOLVED that the _____________________________________ 
requests that the Louisiana accountability bonus point formula include genuine recognition and 
celebration of the achievement of each and every non-proficient student from the original super 
subgroup who exceeds growth expectations. 
 
 
 
 
 
THUS DONE AND SIGNED AT ____________________________, LOUISIANA, on this, the ___th 
day of _________________________, 2013. 
  
 


